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1 Abstract

Business Processes need to correspond with reality, but no plan survives contact
with the enemy. The question is then how to adapt business processes when
exceptions and a changing environment have to be taken into account. Traditional
workflow management systems with their inflexible control policies tend to make
reactive control and graceful exception handling difficult. This report attempts to
give an overview about possible strategies to cope with changes and exceptions
during execution and design time. The list of requirements from Siemens Rail
Automation are taken into account when it comes to questions like "Which adap-
tivity scenarios are investigated with which priority?" and "Which strategies and
methods are used to resolve such scenarios?".

2 Introduction and Terminology

Dynamic adaptability was not at topic in early process management, since in the
primary use case processes were designed once and then executed repeatedly. But
in an interactive environment not all processes can be executed as specified. In order
to keep going the process participant then in some way has to act without/outside
the management system, ultimately turning the system more into a liability than
an asset. Adaptability can then mitigate this problem via inherently more flexible
process definitions, techniques that allow the user to change/circumvent the process
definition at runtime or reporting systems that allow building a better future version
of the process definition.

A business process (BP) is a collection of activities with a starting and an ending
point. Workflows are a subset of possible business processes where all all activities
can be executed/belong to one organization.

Activities represent a piece of work, are executed by one worker (or resource)
and result in either a "commit" or "roll back". Their order of execution is typically
ordered by some graphical language such as Petri nets [26], the Business Process
Modelling Language [14] or UML Activity Diagrams [7].

3 Flexibility

The question is then how to deal with model changes, redesigns, exceptions or just
expected variations in execution, this process adaptability can be accomplished by
introducing flexibility in various ways [17]:
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Flexibility by Variability requires processes to be handled differently depend-
ing on context (i.e. process variants). Typically the parameters relevant for
variability are known at design time and the concrete variant is bound at
run-time (e.g., country specific regulations).

Flexibility by Looseness is usually required if each process is always slightly
different, unpredictable and the exact courses of action emerge during execution
(e.g., patient treatment processes)

Flexibility by Adaptation is the case when the BP definition can be changed
at runtime. Usually requiring that one or all of the currently running BP in-
stances are migrated to the new BP definition. This category includes exception
handling.

Flexibility by Evolution is achieved via planned changes at the process defini-
tion level, usually supported by a versioning system.

This is not the only taxonomy of flexibility with regards to process adaptation
[6, 23], the categories (and labels) are roughly similar but differ in details.

4 Control Flow Patterns

Control flow (workflow) patterns are reusable solutions for common modeling
problem [22,30]. Originally a set of twenty patterns focused control-flow perspective
they were intended as a objective way to compare the relative capabilities of
workflow management systems. Now workflow patterns are a de facto standard
for evaluating modelling languages like UML 2.0 Activity Diagrams [35], BPEL4WS
[34], BPMN [33] and Workflow Management Systems.

With regards to Adaptability, since the intended behaviour is usually declared
more explicitly adaptation mechanisms may use specialized handlers (e.g. for
Interleaved Routing (execute n activities sequentially in any order)).

5 Ad Hoc changes

When dealing with changes in an already running process by skipping/redoing
activities (i.e. changing the execution path) it is easy to miss creating / updating
some input data for a later activity or create a live / deadlock. One of the earliest
results regarding data flow correctness is published by [16] and shows directly how
to correctly handle inserting a new activity that depends on in and output data. A
considerably more comprehensive overview about dealing with ad-hoc changes
can be seen in [18].
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Ad-Hoc changes can be separated into primitive changes (i.e. adding or deleting
a single node or edge) or high level adaptation patterns

In the generally supported adaptation mechanisms the user notices a deviation
of the specified/expected workflow and initiates changes to his process. If it is not
the user that directly adapts the process one speaks of Context-aware systems [24],
these react to changes in the context (e.g. availability of people or services) by
adapting services, tasks or entire workflows. For example, a workflow arranging
transportation contains the tasks for booking a flight, arranging airport pickup
and hotel reservation. A predictive context-aware system [25], could note from the
weather service that the flight is at risk of being cancelled and book a train ticked
and cancel/modify hotel reservations. While a reactive (not predictive) system
would initiate the corrective behaviour at the the point of time when the flight is
known to be cancelled.

Figure 1 A taxonomy of process flexibility needs [17]:Fig. 3.1

6 Configurable Process Models

Configuration can be seen as limiting choices by making choices, in [10] a configurable
element can be marked as activated, blocked or hidden. An element configured as
blocked then the element and any subsequent activities are removed, if configured
as hidden the element is removed but subsequent activities can still be executed.
Note, theoretically the notion of configuring a process model can be extended to
runtime if one considers a classical "or" decision node as undergoing configuration
once a condition on a path becomes true. One way of creating configurable process
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models is by merging multiple process models into one. [21] created an algorithm
that creates a configurable process model which subsumes the input models and
further enables tracing back every element to it’s source model.

A slightly different approach merges configuration with the ability to give
different views for different roles of the same process [3, 20].

In general configuring process variants is non-trivial when considering the high
variability of business processes as well as the many syntactical and semantical
constraints the configured process variants may have to obey in different contexts.
The Provop approach [11] defines a base process on which a sequence of changes
can be applied, like classical insert update delete operations supported by specially
marked modification points on the model. Additionally the provop approach
allows one to specify constraints between options (e.g. option 1 implies the usage
of option 2).

Figure 2 Configurable Process Models. Provop approach [11]:Fig. 3

7 Inheritance

The introduction of inheritance (as known from object-orientation) for workflows
intends to enable a more graceful reaction of workflow systems to evolutionary
or ad-hoc changes, via inheritance-preserving transformation rules [27, 36]. So for
example in some cases ad-hoc changes can be seen as specialization under some
inheritance relation and therefore not requiring an entire copy (or new version) of
a workflow (process definition).
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8 Case-based Reasoning

Case-based Reasoning in general is the process of solving new problems based on
the solutions of similar past problems [2]. In our context, the idea is to remember
past ad-hoc changes to the process model and let those changes inform future
redesigns or just help the user in a currently running adaptation [19].

9 Declarative Paradigm

Falling under achieving flexibility by looseness is the declarative paradigm which
moves from the classical imperative specification of workflows to a more declarative
specification [8, 15]. To elaborate, an imperative specification tends to specify what
is possible while a declarative approach tends to specify what is impossible. In
stronger terms, when using the declarative approach by default all execution paths
are allowed which can then be restricted by constraints. This is a answer to the
problem of modelling all possible execution paths / requiring execution paths
where not necessary.

A B
Imperative: {[A, B]}
Declarative: {[A, B], [A, A], [A, A, B], [A, B, A], . . .}

Figure 3 Example showing possible event log interpretations of "A before B" for different
approaches.

Logically the highest amount of flexibility can be achieved by declaring no
constraints, at the cost of no support (e.g. enforcing correct execution or rec-
ommending effective execution), for a more detailed description of the interplay
between flexibility and support see [29].

Similar to imperative problems in the model (e.g. dead/livelock) a declarative
model can contain dead activities (activities which can never be executed) or
conflicts (there is always a violated constraint in the model). One should note that
these checks for complex languages like LTL as used in Declare [29] can quickly
become intractable and likely require a restricted featureset for larger problems.

A rather distinctive disadvantage of the declarative approach is understandabil-
ity, complex formulae (like LTL) tend to become hard to understand much faster
than a classical graphical notation.

The idea of freeing the strict control flow via the usage of preconditions is
not new, like the Vortex Paradigm [12] or Document-Driven Workflow [32]. Case
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handling is probably one of more used implementation of approaches that fall
under the umbrella term artifact(data)-centric business processes.

9.1 Case Handling Paradigm
Case handling integrates processes and associated data in a tighter manner, using
produced data not only for routing decisions, but also for determining which parts
of the process have already been accomplished [1, 31] (Note, often a case is defined
as a workflow instance e.g. YAWL). In other words a case follows the idea of
specifying "given this situation what is to be/can be done". A data object is a piece
of information which if present has an associated value (and is usually edited via
forms).
Case Handling prioritizes the following design goals:

Provide all pieces of available information.
Activities are enabled on the basis of available information.
Information can be registered/modified at any time.

Each activity is associated with three sets of data objects:

Authorized data objects that are visible while performing the activity.
Mandatory data objects which once set cause the activity to be finished.
Restricted data objects that can be changed during the activity.

Additionally data objects can be free, meaning they can be edited as long as the
case is being handled. Undo, skip and redo functionality in CH is automatically
supported by clearing the associated mandatory data objects. Since undo,skip and
redo are ubiquitous many process paths or ad-hoc changes required for classical
PMs become unnecessary.

A standard application of case handling is in the healthcare domain, where
patients must be registered without possibly knowing their name, sudden com-
plications can require new/interrupt activities or new relevant information (like
allergies) can become available at any moment.

A simple example showing multiple parts (packages) that require development
and verification by a separate role. CH naturally supports creating forms where
the associated data objects (if the role has the necessary rights) can be edited. The
dotted line represents that this activity is allowed to change the connected data
objects. The not shown roles in Case Handling are handled by authorization rules.

Case handling in general does not adequately support interaction between
different cases or multiple cases of instances. Object aware Process Management [4]
intends to fill the gap by providing an entire object structure for interaction (in
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Figure 4 The same problem as Case and Process.

contrast to classical CH where there are only atomic data objects and at best a case
can be considered an object). Currently the only implementation for object aware
processes is the PHILharmonicFlows framework [5].

Note, Case Handling is in use under several terms; "case management", "case
file handling", "case file management" and "case folder management" (under these
labels it is usually aligned with law and government institutions).

10 Exception Handling

In general adaptivity regarding exceptions is mainly interested in unexpected
exceptions and as such can be seen as having the following goals [13]:

Detecting Exceptions. Under the assumption that not all anomalies are known
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a-priori, it is of interest to be able to detect new exceptional situations and have
the means to detect the origin point of an exception.

Avoiding Exceptions The system itself can be the source of errors, as such
approaches such as open systems, incremental adoption, flexible execution,
reusable processes can often help prevent the rise of exceptions.

Handling Exceptions Depending on the severity/frequency of the exception
handling strategies are; tolerating minor deviations, local exception handling
that only changes the affected process, and global exception handling that is
used for evolving process definitions.

In general the handling of exceptions can be separated in three groups; trying
alternatives, adding behaviour and cancelling behaviour. Adding behaviour then
includes fixing, retrying or reworking process parts while cancelling behaviour
includes actions that cancel or undo a process.

11 Requirements of Rail Automation

During several meetings, experts from Siemens Rail Automation defined and
refined requirements on the integration of a business process management system
(BPMS) into their engineering and verification process. The main input came from
the head of the engineering group head of the verification/validation group. In
the following, we summarize those requirements that are related to adaptivity and
flexibility aspects of their engineering and verification processes.

11.1 Requirements from Engineering

Distributed engineering teams. Rail Automation projects usually are large and
complex technical projects, meaning that most often more than one engi-
neer/team of engineers is involved. Engineers working on a project are often
located at different sites (e.g., Austria and Slovakia).

Parallel projects. Usually, an engineer or a team of engineers works on several
projects in parallel.

Different system types. The portfolio of Siemens Rail Automation in Austria con-
tains various different types of systems. The main one in Austria is the so-called
"Anlagenbauprozess" for configuring electronic interlocking systems in Austria.
For interlocking systems in countries other than Austria, a different technology
and tool set is used. Other types of systems are: ETCS (European Train Control
System) level 1 and 2, level crossings, etc.
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Different project types. The two main variants of a project for a system are: (1)
Build a new system; (2) Modify/extend an existing system.

Work parallelization. In principle, the different processes are sequential processes.
Due to distributed work and parallel projects, many process steps are performed
in parallel.

Conformance checks. There are many constraints specified on the different process
steps and assets (e.g., the right versions of input files). Currently, many of those
checks are done at the end of a project. Doing checks as early as possible could
save rollback and rework time.

Skills. Engineers have different experiences and skills. The goal is to assign only
those engineers to a process step who are (a) available, (b) have the neces-
sary skills, and (c) preferably already know the facility in case of required
modifications/extensions of the system.

Documentation of time and costs. Documentation of time and costs of engineer-
ing/verification tasks in a project is usually not done on basis of single steps,
but on process phases: "How many hours are used for engineering or verifying
a project?" Documentation on a finer level (e.g. on the level of a single process
step) could facilitate a better resource allocation and planning of future projects.

Data access rights. Currently, there are no hard restrictions on who is reading or
changing which data.

Change interdependencies. Currently, it is very difficult to know or track interde-
pendencies of changes at different parts of the system. This leads to challenges
like: (a) change tracking, (b) change effect interdependency control, (c) commu-
nication of changes, and (d) to make all the involved people work according to
the interdependency model.

Non-human resources. The main, critical non-human resources are hardware and
workstations in the test laboratory. Similar to human resources, optimal alloca-
tions of test laboratory equipment can essentially reduce system engineering
and test effort.

11.2 Requirements from Verification/Validation
The main goal of the verification/validation process is the final approval of a
national safety authority. In the following, we outline the main requirements of
verification/validation processes.

Verification and validation process. Part of the overall project management plan
are both the verification and validation process, which are usually started after
the engineering process has ended. Doing some of the verification/validation
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steps in parallel with the engineering process could save time by detecting
errors earlier.

Process approvals. Engineering, verification and validation processes must have
several approvals, like "Verfahrenssicherheitsnachweis" and "Gutachten". An
extensive and up-to-date process documentation is an important prerequisite of
these approvals.

SIL 4. Most of the systems built by Rail Automation must be engineered under
the condition of SIL 4 (Safety Integration Level). SIL 4 is a very high level and
usually cannot be achieved by making each single process step SIL 4 compliant,
but the whole process is designed to result in SIL 4 systems by integrating
diverse redundant engineering steps. Example: The output of an engineering
tool is re-transformed to the input data and checked against them by a separate
step/tool.

Standards and norms. The main standards are EN50126 1 (life-cycle model), EN50128
(important for the engineering process), and EN50129 (risk analysis, safety tar-
gets, hazard rates). Some of the rules in these standards and norms can be
checked automatically. The BPMS should support such automatic checks.

Traceability. Tracing of steps between input and output should be improved. Doc-
umentation of process steps is an important input for validation (usually at the
end of a project).

Process documentation. Engineering must prove that the system has been engi-
neered in compliance with the defined, safe engineering process. Currently,
there are no automated monitoring/tracking capabilities, so the challenge is
to know whether all process steps are executed correctly or not. Most of the
checks are currently performed at the end of the process.

Delta verification. In modification/extension projects, much verification work
could be saved, if only those parts of the system data are checked that have
actually changed.

11.3 Derived SHAPE Requirements

Derived from Siemens’ Rail Automation requirements we identify the following
main requirements concerning adaptivity and flexibility as input for our SHAPE
reference architecture and tool selection:

1 In the Bachelor’s Thesis of Julia Fuchsbauer [9] - written in the course of the project SHAPE - the
rules of EN50126 have been systematically extracted and categorized.
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Automated Resource (Re-)Allocation of human resources. The BPMS should sup-
port automated resource allocation and re-allocation of human resources. Data
like user roles, skill matrix, experience and performance values of users (about
skills and actual projects / systems) should be used for an optimal allocation.
Experience and performance values could be learned or refined from process
logs. The project manager should be able to overrule computed resource allo-
cation. Resource allocation should satisfy hard and soft constraints. Example
of a hard constraint: Verifier must be different to engineer. Example of a hard
constraint: If a user is assigned the first time to a task of a certain type, an
other, experienced user must be assigned to that task, too. Example of a soft
constraint: Assign task to engineer with highest experience points.

Automated Resource (Re-)Allocation of non-human resources. Similar to human
resources, the BPMS should support automated allocation and re-allocation
of non-human resources. Hardware, workstations and laboratory time are the
main non-human resources.

Exception handling. The BPMS should be able to handle exceptional situations. In
addition to the standard process paths, the process definition should contain
the most important exception paths. In exceptional cases, the process must
not prohibit deviations of the defined process paths. Deviations must be
documented.

Guide back to standard path. In cases of process deviations, the BPMS should
guide users back to a standard path. Consistency of external data must be
restored; e.g.: entries in the project logbook must be updated whenever tasks
are rolled-back and re-entered.

12 Summary

Rail Automation requirements show that engineering and verification processes
of safety-critical systems strongly rely on various different kinds of data. Two
examples are (i) resource allocation, which is based on, e.g., roles, skills, experiences,
and availability of team members, and (ii) document generation, which collects all
the necessary data produced in different tasks for filling out templates. From the
view of adaptivity/flexibility, we argued in Section 9 that a declarative paradigm
better supports data-oriented processes than classical imperative process workflow
specifications. Nevertheless, an architectural decision for Camunda2 and the

2 https://camunda.com/
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notation language BPMN has been made in SHAPE. In future work, we will
integrate data-centered adaptivity patterns into the SHAPE reference architecture.
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